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Introduction

English contains many idiomatic expressions. 
1 An idiomatic expression is a combination of  words 

with a particular meaning.
2  The meaning cannot usually be guessed from the 

individual words.
3 Words cannot usually be left out or put in a different 

order, so words, word order and meaning need to be 
learnt as a whole. 

The Macmillan Dictionary helps learners by giving the 
word order, meaning and usage of  idiomatic expressions. 
Here are two examples:

Aim of worksheet

To help students locate and use the definitions for idioms 
and phrases.

Time and materials

Allow two minutes for the starter, and five minutes each 
for activities 1, 2 and 3. You’ll also need a few minutes for 
the discussion at the end.  
Students need access to the Macmillan Dictionary.

Procedures
Starter

1 Read and discuss the introduction with the whole class.
2 Ask students to look at the excerpts for let your hair 

down and shake like a leaf on the worksheet just to 
notice how the idioms are printed in bold, and then 
defined.

▲

 Activity 1

1 Ask students to look at the example not give/budge an 
inch and to talk about what it means, and how it can 
be used. Invite them to use the dictionary to check. 

2 Then ask them to complete the remaining idioms by 
choosing words from the box, using the dictionary if  
necessary. 

3 Finally, make sure that students understand what the 
idioms mean.

Answers

a inch b mind c prey d matter   
e bearings f press g spot h wisdom   
i corner j chance k mile l  pocket

▲

 Activity 2

1 Discuss with your students the following three 
guidelines for finding idioms and phrases in the 
dictionary.

 1 Decide which is the keyword in the idiomatic 
expression. Usually this word is a noun or a verb, 
sometimes an adjective or adverb.

 2 Look up the keyword in the dictionary to see if  the 
idiom is there. If  not, try one of  the other words. 

 3 Idioms are given after the definitions of  the 
different senses of  the word.

2 Ask students to decide which word is the keyword 
in each excerpt. Students check their answers in the 
dictionary.

Answers

hit the roof/ceiling: hit
have your hands full: hand
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Hades hairline676...........................................................................................................................................
Hades / "heIdi;z / the place where the spirits of dead

people go, according to ancient Greek stories
hadn’t / "h&d(@)nt / short form the usual way of saying

or writing ‘had not’. This is not often used in formal
writing.

haematite / "hi;m@taIt / noun [U] a red MINERAL (=rock)
from which iron is obtained

haematology / %hi;m@"tQl@dZi / noun [U] MEDICAL the sci-
entific study of blood

haematoma / %hi;m@"t@Um@ / noun [C /U] MEDICAL a soft
lump in the TISSUES of the body consisting of blood that
has become thick and stopped flowing

haemo- /hi;m@U / prefix relating to blood: used with
some nouns and adjectives: haemophilia (=blood illness)

haemoglobin / %hi;m@"gl@UbIn / noun [U] BIOLOGY a
protein in RED BLOOD CELLS that carries oxygen from
the lungs to all parts of the body

haemophilia / %hi;m@"fIli@ / noun [U] MEDICAL a serious
illness that prevents your blood from CLOTTING
(=becoming thick) when it should, for example when
you cut yourself

haemophiliac / %hi;m@"fIli&k / noun [C] MEDICAL
someone who has haemophilia

haemorrhage1 / "hem(@)rIdZ / noun [C /U] MEDICAL an
occasion when blood flows out of an injured organ
inside someone’s body, rather than out of their body
through a cut in the skin

haemorrhage2 / "hem(@)rIdZ / verb 1 [I] MEDICAL to lose
a lot of blood from an organ inside your body because
of an injury or another medical condition 2 [T] if an
organization is haemorrhaging people or jobs, a lot
of people are leaving: Despite haemorrhaging jobs, the
company has seen no increase in profits.

haemorrhoids / "hem@%rOIdz / noun [plural] MEDICAL
painful swollen areas around your ANUS (=the hole
where solid waste comes out of your body). An informal
name for haemorrhoids is piles.

hag /h&g / noun [C] offensive an old woman who is ugly
or unpleasant

haggard / "h&g@(r)d / adj looking very tired, worried, or
ill

haggis / "h&gIs / noun [C /U] a Scottish food made from
the inner organs of a sheep that are cut up, mixed with
grain, and pushed into a bag to be cooked. The bag is
traditionally made from a sheep’s stomach.

haggle / "h&g(@)l / verb [I] 1 to argue in order to agree
on the price of something: +with You get good prices on
materials by haggling with local manufacturers. � +over/
about I didn’t bother to haggle about the price. � haggle
sb/sth down We haggled down the rent by about a third.
2 to argue about the details of something: +over/about
Some countries are still haggling over the terms of the
treaty. — haggling noun [U]

hagiography / %h&gi"Qgr@fi / noun [C] 1 a book about
the lives of SAINTS 2 formal a book about a person’s life
that deliberately includes only good things about them

hah /hA; / another spelling of ha1

%ha "ha interjection used for representing the sound of
laughter. People sometimes say this to show that they
think something is not funny.

haiku / "haIku; / noun [C /U] LITERATURE a short poem
written in a traditional Japanese style

hail1 /heIl / verb �
1 [T] to say publicly how good or important someone
or something is = ACCLAIM: hail sb/sth as sth The court’s
ruling was immediately hailed as a victory for freedom.
2 [T] formal to shout to someone as a way of attracting
their attention: A familiar voice hailed him. 2a. to make
a signal to a taxi or bus so that it stops for you
3 [I] if it hails, small balls of ice fall from the sky like
rain

PHRASAL VERB "hail from [T] formal [hail from sth]
to be from a particular place: My father hails from
Yorkshire.

hail2 /heIl / noun 1 [U] rain that freezes in the sky and
falls to the ground as small balls of ice 2 [C] a large
number of things such as bullets or questions that come
towards you quickly or with force: +of a hail of missiles/
questions

%hail-fellow-well-"met adj old-fashioned behaving in
a very friendly way that is annoying or does not seem
sincere

Hail Mary / %heIl "me@ri / noun [C] a Roman Catholic
prayer to Mary, the mother of Jesus Christ

hailstone / "heIl%st@Un / noun [C] a small ball of ice that
falls like rain

hailstorm / "heIl%stO;(r)m / noun [C] a storm in which a
lot of small balls of ice fall like rain

hair /he@(r) / noun ��� [U] the mass of thin fibres that
grows on your head: long black hair � a girl with dark
shoulder-length hair � He wore his hair in a ponytail. �

You need to brush your hair before you go out. a. [U] hair
that grows on other parts of the body: facial/body hair
b. [U] the hair that grows from an animal’s skin c. [C]
a single piece of hair: a few grey hairs — picture ➔ C3

Collocation
Adjectives frequently used with hair
� curly, fine, kinky, long, short, straight, thick, wavy

PHRASES get/keep out of sb’s hair to keep away from
someone in order to avoid trouble or to avoid annoying
them
the hair of the dog (that bit you) humorous an alcoholic
drink that makes you feel better when you drank too
much alcohol the night before
keep your hair on British spoken used for telling someone
not to get angry or upset
let your hair down informal to relax and enjoy yourself
because you are in a comfortable environment: We need
a place where young folk can let their hair down and enjoy
themselves.
make sb’s hair curl humorous to make someone suddenly
feel shocked
make sb’s hair stand on end often humorous to make
someone feel very frightened: Some of the stories people
told me would make your hair stand on end.
not harm/touch a hair on sb’s head to not harm
someone in any way
not have a hair out of place to look very tidy and clean
not turn a hair to not seem at all surprised or shocked
tear/pull your hair out informal to feel very worried or
very annoyed about something because you do not
know what to do about it
➔ SPLIT1

hairband / "he@(r)%b&nd / noun [C] a band that holds your
hair back away from your face

hairbrush / "he@(r)%brVS / noun [C] a brush for arranging
hair and making it tidy

haircare / "he@(r)%ke@(r) / noun the activity of keeping
your hair in good condition by washing it and putting
substances on it: advice on haircare � an exciting new
range of haircare products

haircut / "he@(r)%kVt / noun [C] �
1 an act of cutting someone’s hair: He was badly dressed
and needed a haircut.
2 the style that your hair has been cut in: a short stylish
haircut

hairdo / "he@(r)%du; / noun [C] informal a hairstyle,
especially for a woman

hairdresser / "he@(r)%dres@(r) / noun [C] � someone
whose job is to cut people’s hair. The place they work
in is called a hairdresser’s. — hairdressing noun [U]

hairdryer or hairdrier / "he@(r)%draI@(r) / noun [C] a
piece of electrical equipment used for making your hair
dry after you have washed it

-haired /he@(r)d / suffix used with some adjectives to
make adjectives describing the hair of a person or
animal: a dark-haired youth � a short-haired terrier

"hair %grip noun [C] British a small metal or plastic object
that women fasten around a part of their hair to hold
it in a particular position

hairless / "he@(r)l@s / adj with no hair
hairline1 / "he@(r)%laIn / noun [C] the line at the top of your

forehead where your hair begins: a receding hairline
(=higher than it used to be, because some hair has fallen
out) treatment for men with receding hairlines

hairline2 / "he@(r)%laIn / adj a hairline crack is very
narrow: a hairline fracture of the skull

Finding idioms and phrases in MD

Teacher’s Notes www.macmillandictionary.com
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shaggy Shakespearean1364...........................................................................................................................................
shag1 / S&g / noun 1 [singular] British impolite an act of

having sex with someone 2 [C] a large black bird that
lives near the sea 3 [U] a type of strong tobacco 4 [C /U]
a rough carpet surface made of many long pieces of
wool or other material: a shag rug

shag2 / S&g / verb [I / T] British impolite to have sex with
someone

shagged / S&gd / or %shagged "out adj British impolite
extremely tired

shaggy / "S&gi / adj long, thick, and untidy: shaggy hair/
fur � a shaggy beard — shagginess noun [U]

%shaggy "dog %story noun [C] a very long joke that
ends in a silly way

shah / SA; / noun [C] in the past, a king in Iran and some
other countries in the Middle East

shake1 / SeIk / (past tense shook / SUk /; past participle
shaken / "SeIk@n /) verb ���

1 make quick movements 5 cause fear/emotion
2 get rid of problem etc 6 escape from sb
3 when voice sounds weak + PHRASES

4 make less strong etc + PHRASAL VERBS

1 [I] to make lots of quick small movements up and
down, or side to side: Houses shook as a bomb exploded
in the neighbourhood. 1a. [I] if you shake, your body
makes lots of small quick movements that you cannot
control, usually because you are cold, or because you
are feeling a very strong emotion: shake with fear/
laughter etc She was literally shaking with fear. 1b. [T]
to move something quickly up and down or side to side:
An earthquake shook a wide area of southern Italy last
year. � Shake the dressing well before you put it on the
salad. 1c. [T] to hold someone and move them quickly
in order to get their attention, or to wake them: ‘You’re
not listening!’ she cried, shaking him.
2 shake or shake off [T] to get rid of something bad
such as a problem, illness, or fear: She couldn’t shake
her fear of snakes.
3 [I] if your voice shakes, it sounds weak, nervous, or
emotional: His voice shook as he asked her to marry him.
4 [T] to make something less strong, powerful, or con-
fident: The news shook financial markets worldwide. �

Violent conflicts between tribes have shaken the region.
5 [T] to frighten someone, or to cause them to feel
strong emotions: The boy’s tragic death shook the entire
community. � He was shaken and upset by the accident.
6 shake or shake off [T] to escape from someone who is
following or chasing you = ELUDE: They ran into the
alley, hoping to shake off their pursuers.

PHRASES shake sb’s belief/confidence/faith to make
someone doubt something that they were certain was
true: Nothing could shake Mary’s confidence as an athlete.
shake your finger (at sb) to point your finger at someone
and move it up and down quickly as a way of showing
that you do not approve of what they are doing: ‘You
had better be careful,’ Dad said, shaking his finger at me.
shake your fist (at sb) to shake your closed hand in the
direction of another person as a way of showing that
you are angry at them: The two drivers began yelling and
shaking their fists at each other.
shake hands (with sb) or shake sb’s hand to hold some-
one’s hand and move it up and down several times as
a way of greeting them or of showing that you agree to
something: ‘Nice to meet you,’ Larry said, shaking my
hand.
shake your head 1 to say no by turning your head from
side to side: My boss shook his head and I knew not to
ask again. 2 to show you do not understand something
by turning your head from side to side: She just smiled
and shook her head as they sat and discussed football.
shake in your boots/shoes to be afraid of something:
The film was so scary I was shaking in my boots.
shake a leg spoken used for telling someone to hurry:
Shake a leg! The bus leaves in 15 minutes!
shake like a leaf to shake a lot, for example because
you are cold, nervous, or afraid: Put on a sweater –
you’re shaking like a leaf!
shake on it mainly spoken used for saying that you want
to shake hands with someone in order to show that you
both agree to something: Lance held his hand out and
said, ‘Let’s shake on it.’

PHRASAL VERBS %shake "down

1 sleep somewhere 4 test a vehicle/machine
2 become organized 5 get money using threats
3 begin to know a job/place 6 search a place/person

1 [I] British informal to sleep somewhere such as on the
floor or in a chair instead of in a bed 2 [I] informal to
become organized after a period of confused preparation
3 [I] British informal to become familiar with a new job or
place to live = SETTLE DOWN 4 [T] to test something new,
for example a system, vehicle, or machine, in a situation
similar to the situation that it will be used in 5 [T]
American informal to get money from someone by threat-
ening them 6 [T] American informal to search a person or
a place very carefully
%shake "out [T] [shake sth out/shake sth out of sth] to
shake a cloth, sheet, piece of clothing etc so that dust
and dirt fall off: Help me shake out this blanket.
%shake "up [T] 1 to upset or frighten someone by shocking
or surprising them: A series of robberies has shaken up
residents in this area. 2 to make changes in the way that
a company is organized so that it is more effective or
successful: A new managing director was brought in to

shake

shake up the company.
shake2 / SeIk / noun [C] �

1 the action of shaking:
give sth a shake John
grabbed the gift and gave it
a shake. � a shake of the
head (=movement of your
head from side to side in
order to say no to
something) ‘No,’ Mrs Cal-
lison said with a firm shake
of the head.
2 the amount of liquid or
powder that comes out of
a container when you
shake it once: +of Add three
shakes of garlic salt.

3 a MILKSHAKE
4 the shakes informal uncontrolled quick movements of
your body that you make because, for example, you are
ill, nervous, or have drunk too much alcohol: have/get
the shakes She got a bad case of the shakes before the
show.

PHRASES in two shakes (of a lamb’s tail) or in a couple
of shakes very quickly: I’ll be back in two shakes of a
lamb’s tail.
no great shakes informal not very skilful or impressive:
I tried hard but I was no great shakes at boxing.

shakedown / "SeIk%daUn / noun [C] informal 1 a test of
something new, for example a new system, vehicle, or
machine: The accident happened during a shakedown race
last season. 2 American a situation in which someone
uses threats to force someone else to give them money
3 American a situation in which someone searches a
place thoroughly

shaken / "SeIk@n / adj feeling nervous or frightened
because of something that has happened: She was still
confused and shaken by the day’s events.

"shake-%out noun [C] informal a major change in an
industry that causes some companies to close or a lot
of people to lose their jobs

shaker / "SeIk@(r) / noun [C] 1 a container that has a lid
with holes in it, used for putting something such as
salt or sugar on your food 2 a container used for mixing
alcoholic drinks to make a COCKTAIL 3 a small container
used in some games for shaking the DICE ➔ MOVER AND
SHAKER

Shaker / "SeIk@(r) / adj designed in a simple practical
style made popular by the Shakers: Shaker furniture

the Shakers / "SeIk@(r)z / noun [plural] a US Christian
religious group known for living simply in farming
communities and for making wooden furniture

Shakespearean / SeIk"spI@ri@n / adj 1 written by
William Shakespeare, or relating to the plays and
poems he wrote: a Shakespearean play/tragedy/comedy
� Shakespearean characters/actors 2 using words in the
way that is typical of Shakespeare’s writing
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▲

 Activity 3

1 Ask students to apply the guidelines from activity 2 
in order to find the keyword and the meaning of  the 
idiomatic expressions in the sentences in activity 3.

2 Check the answers with the class, and make sure that 
students understand what each idiomatic expression 
means.

Answers

a apple of  her father’s eye/apple
b got cold feet/foot
c light at the end of  the tunnel/light
d take the plunge/plunge
e in her good books/book
f in black and white/black-and-white

Discussion

Discuss with the class any difficulties that they have 
found in using the dictionary, and ask them to make 
suggestions and offer tips on using the dictionary 
effectively and quickly.
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